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Main Problem

3D reconstruction without 3D supervision

• Generate a full 3D model 

• Implicit function

• Train only with single RGB images

+ Camera intrinsics and extrinsics

+ Object masks

Reconstruction

Graphics 



Motivation

Why do we want a 3D model as opposed to just 
rendering?

Real world is 3D -> interaction requires a model

• Robotic applications

• Autonomous driving
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Motivation

-Why do we need a 3D model as opposed to just 
rendering?

Real world is 3D -> interaction requires a model

• Robotic applications

• Autonomous driving

- Why Implicit representations?

• Infinite resolution with fixed footprint

• Perfect surface rendering without template

- Why unsupervised?

• Real world 3D supervision is not easy to gather



Why is it hard and not already solved?

Unsupervised Implicit Model:

• Requires good regularizers.

• Requires rendering back to image.

• Previous work mainly focused on shape 
and ignored texture.

Unsupervised Implicit Model:

- Gradient through an implicit 
function rendering (ray tracing) 
was costly, infeasible, inaccurate.

Reconstruction

Graphics 

?



Contributions 

1. Novelty (method)
a. They propose an analytic derivation 

for the gradient of the implicit 
function rendering.

b. Their model incorporates texture as 
well as shape. 

2. Results
a. SOTA on unsupervised Shapenet.
b. Realistic dataset results. 



General Background: Implicit Function

Voxel Point 
Cloud

Mesh Implicit 
Function

The Surface is modeled as the Root of a 
parametric function.



Implicit Function Architecture



Rendering with an Implicit function 

Why   is a 3D model? 

Given we can render it from any camera viewpoint.

How?

Ray tracing!

Take n equidistant candidate points that would be projected to u 
for this camera angle.
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Method overview
How to use implicit rendering for image autoencoding?



What is the issue?
How to backpropagate efficiently?!

Iterative! Argmin!



Main contribution: Analytical Derivation

Observation: Gradients only needs to be calculated at the surface:

Now if we take the gradient wrt to parameters:

Therefore, we can derive the gradient of the estimated depth wrt to 
parameters as:  



Main contribution: Analytical Derivation

Chain Rule!

Chain Rule!
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Chain Rule!



Analytical gradient

Main contribution

Texture module



Experimental Results: qualitative ShapeNet



Experimental Results: Chamfer Distance on 
ShapeNet



Experimental Results: Qualitative DETU

Compared with Poisson surface reconstruction (sPSR) on 
mesh based approaches with a trimming of 5 or 7.



Experimental Results: Quantitative DETU



Effect of 
adding a 
surface 
smoothness 
loss



Effect of 
adding a 
supervised 
Depth signal



Effect of number of samples



Discussion of results

• On both of datasets they outperform previous unsupervised methods.
• So implicit functions are superior models to Voxel, point clouds and Mesh based models.

• They do not have any real world scene examples from Autonomous Driving or Game Engines 
that simulate those.
• So they have not bridged the gap between real world (background, multiple objects) 

and synthetic data yet.
• It is only object centric reconstruction.



Critique / Limitations / Open Issues 

• Relying on camera intrinsics and object masks could be 
as unrealistic as having 3D model or depth maps.
• Add canonicalization, unsupervised alignment?
• Add compositionality?

• They fail on narrow/sharp geometrics.
• Smarter ray tracing? A prior? Part decomposition? 



Contributions (Recap)

- Successful 3D unsupervised reconstruction

- Scalable to real world interactive domains (only object level)

- Better Chamfer Distance and scalability to real world images

- Key insight: integrate texture, use analytical derivatives


